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State lawmakers 

should step on gas 

for freeway driving 
Republican state Rep. Paul Tittl is back with his bill to boost rural Interstate speeds in Wisconsin from 

65 to 70 mph. 

Tittl introduced this proposal in the last session, but the Senate ignored it. Some Senate obstructionists 

have since hit the exit lane out of Madison, and that raises hopes for passage this time. Rather than throw up 

a roadblock, opposition senators should pull over and clear the path to passage. 

Tittl introduced his proposal as a freshman in 2013 after doing an experiment. He drove the speed limit 

from his Manitowoc home to Madison and was the slowest driver. 

“I didn’t pass anyone,” he said then. 

That should surprise no one. If you’re rolling along at 65, you’re little more than a road hazard. 

Wisconsinites like to think of themselves as progressive. We remain in the slow lane, even backward, on 

Interstate speeds. In our nation’s midsection, other than states ringing the Gulf of Mexico, only Wisconsin 

and Kentucky enforce 65 mph freeway limits. Drivers in some states cruise even faster than 70. 

Critics of Tittl’s plan point to studies that suggest higher speeds boost deadly crashes. Supporters point 

to a Purdue University study that suggested the likelihood of fatalities and serious injuries didn’t rise when 

Indiana moved from 65 to 70 in 2005. Proponents also cite research that indicated most fatal crashes on 

Wisconsin’s freeways involve not speeders but drivers falling asleep or driving too fast for conditions. 

If drivers now exceed the limit by, say 7 mph, wouldn’t they roll that much faster over a 70 limit? Not 

necessarily. The National Motorists Association suggests most won’t go faster than what they feel is 

comfortable and safe, regardless of the limit. The association cites an 18-month study after the New York 

Thruway raised its limit from 55 to 65. It determined that the average speed of 68 mph stayed the same. A 

Federal Highway Administration study also concluded that raising or lowering the limit had almost no effect 

on actual speeds. 

Still, Tittl’s legislation would let more drivers reach jobs or vacation spots more quickly and without 

breaking the law. It would make salespeople more efficient. It would give companies chances to improve 

commerce by moving goods and services faster. 

Those who argue that higher speeds will erode roadbeds more quickly should realize the Interstate was 

built to handle speeds of 70. 

It’s intuitive to think that raising the limit will increase the range of speeds motorists use and heighten 

collision risks. Yet vehicles keep getting safer; more people are buckling up, and traffic deaths per mile 

driven are falling. Expansion plans in congested areas such as our stretch of Interstate 90/39 between the 

state line and Madison will further enhance safety. 

This plan makes sense but only on rural stretches of Interstate and on divided four-lane highways free of 

cross traffic. 

Republicans control Madison and often move legislation swiftly. They should help drivers step on the 

gas, as well. 


